Cybersecurity: MOVE Sectors

What’s happening

• Cyber risk continues to increase: more attacks and greater sophistication.
• One of the top risks facing companies.
• Many new cyber laws and regulations.

Why

• More opportunity: mobility platforms need more interconnectivity.
• Cybercrime is highly profitable. Attackers are often paid.

Why it matters

• Costs associated with cyberattacks are rising.
• Increased scrutiny of Boards and CEOs.
• Expected standard of care is increasing so must understand cyber risk posture.

How we can help

• We help businesses and business leaders protect themselves.
• We assess the cyber threat profile, obligations and risk globally via integrated legal and technical counseling.
• We advise at all stages of the cybersecurity lifecycle, from readiness to response to litigation, all under legal privilege.

What we do

Cyber Assessment
Perform high-level cyber assessment, to confirm understanding of threat profile, and assess the current level of readiness to manage cyber risk and respond to a cyber incident.

Incident Response Plan
Enhance incident response plan and processes, based on our experience advising on hundreds of large cyberattacks.

Tabletop Exercises
Facilitate tabletop exercises based on realistic scenarios tailored to threat profile and industry, including for senior management and Board.

Board-level briefings and updates

Data Governance
Create and update data governance strategies, both from a regulatory and contractual perspective.

Incident Response
Manage all aspects of incident response from a legal perspective, including crisis management, forensics oversight, communications strategy, law enforcement coordination, threat actor interactions, and other tasks.

Cyber Attack Support
Coordinate regulatory notifications globally in the event of a cyberattack or data breach. Represent and vigorously defend cases post-cyberattack in court or in civil and regulatory proceedings.
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